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A. More clarity on learnable instance specific weights and novelty behind it
First, it is important to note that the instance-specific weighting mechanism is an integral part of the meta-learning framework. It can not be applied to learning of baseline models without meta-learning, as no fixed weight labels exist to supervise
the learning process. As such, we let the model meta-learn instance-specific weights for the character-wise cross-entropy
loss during adaptation. That is, the model itself needs to implicitly discover the weights, and adaptively assign weights to
different characters so to prioritise learning from more discrepant characters.

B. Clarification on marginal improvement via fine-tuning
This is not a surprise – fine-tuning [2] requires significantly more data and hundreds of gradient updates, yet gradientbased meta-learning (e.g,. MAML) does it with instantaneously with one single gradient update and with minimal data (≤ 16
for ours). The fact that our meta-learning approach can achieve superior performance despite the disadvantages is in fact a
good reflection on the effectiveness of our method.

C. More details on experimental setup and analysis:
(i) WS /WT denotes writer-set, while DS /DT denotes the set of writer specific word-images paired with annotations.
(ii) As calculating gradients with respect to all the model’s parameters is quite cumbersome, we calculate gradient of t-th
character specific cross-entropy loss with respect to final classification layer (parameter φ) as ∇φ Ltce (θ). This statement
refers to the inner loop update that involves calculating character specific weights. In our formulation, inside the inner loop
(Eq. 5-7), gradient needs to be calculated T times where T represents the character sequence length of word image. Hence,
considering the gradient of the whole network would have been rather cumbersome. Instead, the gradient only w.r.t. final
classification layer seems to give reasonable results at a much better latency.
(iii) As we consider k=16 in the adaptation set, we want to ensure that evaluation is done on writers having at least 16
word images to reduce the randomness.
(iv) As adaptation set is not defined in the dataset, we randomly sample 16 images for adaptation set and rest are used for
evaluation. We ensured this split to remain constant w.r.t. every writer, for every competitor for fair evaluation. Because of
this evaluation protocol, our numbers for ASTER are a bit different from those reported in [1].
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